Free Free launches NFT and expands its operations to other countries
The NGO has supported over 15,000 women directly in Brazil and is now expanding to
Europe and creating a community in the metaverse.

At the age of 28, after a successful career in fashion journalism, Yasmine Sterea
became pregnant with a girl, which made her change her career path. With the arrival of
Violeta and the issues of motherhood, was also born Free Free in 2018, an organization
that works for the physical, emotional and financial freedom of girls and women with a
work that involves support, education, and encouragement through workshops and
campaigns. “I really wanted to give women the support my mother didn't have,” says
Yasmine. Her mother took her life at age 42, when she was 21, and creating an NGO to
protect women was a way of honoring her.

In her work with Free Free, Yasmine works alongside the Public Ministry (prosecutor's
office), makes partnerships with companies and has already impacted more than 15
thousand women directly and 20 million people indirectly. Now, Free Free is overflowing
out of Brazil and announcing morenews. “Free Free has become a successful
benchmark and the next step is to take what we learned in Brazil to other places. On top
of that, learn from new places to take new solutions to Brazil”.

https://www.instagram.com/tv/CbsXq7JPsmk/?utm_medium=copy_link

Social entrepreneurship, fashion and justice
Free Free will expand the work with NGOs, communities and organizations that were
already being done in Brazil, but it will not stop working here. Impacted women have
access to educational cycles on financial freedom, women's rights, entrepreneurship,
mental health and recognition of different types of abuse. First, they are welcomed, and

then they go through a more hands-on process that helps them create solutions for their
lives going forward.
The difference, explains Yasmine, is that these issues, often treated in a heavy way, are
worked with a methodology that gives lightness, without taking the seriousness of the
subject. The master's degree from Istituto Marangoni, a reference in fashion, and the
graduate certificate in social justice from Harvard helped the CEO to develop a method
that also uses fashion as a tool to recover the self-esteem of women in situations of
abuse. “This methodology is present in everything we do, from workshops for women in
extreme poverty and communities to great female leaders”.
Free Free also provides consultancy services for companies, such as Vivara, and
awareness campaigns on various topics. Last year, there was a project with Seu Jorge
called “From Inside Out”, which brought men into conversations about the importance of
starting changes at the household level.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=146ohHdSskk&t=9s

The focus of the work is not on welfare, although Free Free has made important
partnerships for the distribution of food, which was done with PepsiCo, which donated
34 tons of food last year. “Obviously this is important, but it's not our main job,” she
says. The focus is to provide tools for women to (re)start building their lives.
Free Free abroad
The organization will work first in Europe, in countries such as Portugal, Spain, England
and Romania, and then it will also work in the United States. The choice of countries,
explains Yasmine, is related to their sexist cultures, although they are not scenarios of
extreme poverty - with the exception of Romania, which is the birthplace of Yasmine's
paternal grandfather, and a place with which she has an affective history.
Yasmine will be based between Brazil and Portugal and, shortly after arriving in Europe,
received the news that Russia had invaded Ukraine. She felt like she needed to do
something about it. “I come from a refugee family, and Romania is receiving many
refugees now, and most of them women because men between 18 and 60 years old
cannot leave the country,” she says. Free Free's activities in Europe will have a special
program to welcome refugees from all over the world, “Daughters of Mother Earth”
program, focusing, at the moment, on Ukrainian women.

https://www.instagram.com/p/CbuppYwOnV6/?utm_medium=copy_link

The results of a survey launched in partnership with Dr. Joan Johnson-Freese, a new
member of the Free Free advisory board and a professor at Harvard University, will help
map the needs of these women and then create effective solutions to support them. The
organization is creating a volunteer program to increase the number of collaborators,
called “multipliers”, around the world.
Free Free NFT
Free Free is also partnering with tech professional Gee Van Donselaar to create a
community in the metaverse, and will launch some collections of non-fungible tokens,
NFTs, later this year. “When a person buys an NFT, they are investing in that project
and making an investment for themselves. You start to be part of that group and engage
in that cause”, she says.
Free Free House, a house in São Paulo that received women for conversations and
events before the pandemic, will also migrate to a community platform, which is being
built on Twitter (metaverse). According to Yasmine, it will be possible to access
everything that is happening there through a link, which will also facilitate the
participation of women from the country and even from around the world. “We've always
worked with innovation, so solutions like this, which can connect us with more women
and new groups, will help increase our impact.”
Read more at:
https://forbes.com.br/forbes-mulher/2022/03/free-free-lanca-nft-e-expande-sua-atuacaopara-outros-paises/
Links: https://linktr.ee/freefree.xx

